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Why PeptideShaker in Galaxy?

Brief summary of all needsGalaxy does a great job of working with huge datasets because of its client-server architecture.  It makes it easy for end users to access high performance computing without needing to use the command-line or understanding job scheduling systems. When used outside of Galaxy SearchGUI/PeptideShaker are much more geared toward desktop use and users need to learn the command-line to use these programs on HPC systems.To understand why it makes sense to integrate SearchGUI/Peptideshaker with Galaxy we need to look at the requirements for multi-omics analysis.Mass Spec data on it’s own is large enough, but in multi-omics applications we start to include genomes, raw sequencing data and other large databasesWe also need processing power, both in memory and CPU to run algorithms like MS/MS search on this data as well as other algorithms like denovo assembly, blast, variant calling and so-onGalaxy deals with this issue beautifully with it’s client-server design.  On the other hand PeptideShaker and SearchGUI have a command-line mode that allows them to be run on large servers by experts but not easily by most users.  Integration here brings this functionality to novice users via a simple Galaxy interface.Visualization is important in many steps in an ‘omics analysis.  It’s often essential for QC, helps reveal patterns of interest and how data fits models.  Galaxy provides the framework to tackle this problem by allowing custom visualisations, but doesn’t provide an implementation. Please check out poster number 131 to see how this can be used.  PeptideShaker provides a great visualisation that works right now, and thanks to recent work by the PeptideShaker developers it is possible to run the number crunching parts of a PS analysis in Galaxy but download the results for offline viewing on a laptop or desktop.The Next issue is “Integration”.When we go beyond the bounds of traditional Mass Spectrometry applications we start to need tools from other areas.  A huge myriad of tools are needed for things like deNovo genome assembly, variant calling, sequence annotation and sequence analysis.  To do mult-omics analysis we need to find ways to make these tools work together and tools with flexibile inputs and outputs help a lot to solve this problem.  We also simply need access to all these tools somehow within a relatively uniform analysis environment.This is where effort continues to be needed.  Again, Galaxy provides the framework for adding tools but doesn’t provide the tools themselves.  The Galaxy Proteomics community has been steadily adding tools over the past few years and the addition of PeptideShaker/SearchGUI provides a much simpler way to perform multi search engine analysis.  An added advantage of PS/SearchGUI is it’s flexible outputs which allows better integration with a wider variety of downstream tools.And finally, we need to make some attempts to tackle the very tough problem of reproducibility of analyses with many steps and where many possible choices could be made at every step. Reproducibility and automation helps speed up our own work and avoid making the same mistake twice, and perhaps more importantly, reproducibility and openness of things like workflows and pipelines enables others to reproduce and check the robustness of our conclusions to changes in tool or parameter choice.This is something that Galaxy has at it’s core, and does really well.  By wrapping SearchGUI/PeptideShaker in Galaxy we enable reproducible workflows to be developed using these tools.
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Software tools can be used in a sequential manner to 

generate analytical workflows that can be reused, shared 

and creatively modified for multiple studies.

GALAXY WORKFLOWS



OUTPUTS FROM SEARCHGUI / PEPTIDESHAKER
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Gloria Sheynkman James Johnson

“Using Galaxy-P to leverage RNA-Seq for the discovery of novel protein variations.” 

Sheynkman G et al BMC Genomics. doi: 10.1186/1471-2164-15-703.

RNA-SEQ DERIVED PROTEOMICS DATABASES

1

For example, there has been a growing interest in the field of database generation – in particular the use of reduced databases (relative to the large 6-frame genomic DNA databases). Gloria Sheynkman from University of Wisconsin and James Johnson from Minnesota Supercomputing Institute have made some workflows available for generating proteomic databases from RNASeq data.



DATABASE SEARCH
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SEARCH GUI / PEPTIDESHAKER SEARCH
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OUTPUTS FROM SEARCHGUI / PEPTIDESHAKER



BLAST-P SEARCH
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PSM EVALUATION

June 2nd 2015: Tuesday

POSTER 131: Plugging Proteomics Peptide-Spectral Match Visualization into Galaxy. (Johnson et al)
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GENOME VISUALIZATION USING IGV BROWSER
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http://z.umn.edu/pgfirstlook
Jagtap et al J Proteome Res. 2014 13:5898-908

http://z.umn.edu/pgfirstlook


METAPROTEOMICS WORKFLOWS 
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Jagtap et al Proteomics (2015)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/pmic.201500074



• SearchGUI/PeptideShaker is an excellent open-source resource that was 

generated through community-based development and generates multiple

inputs for analytical workflows.

• GalaxyP workflows for proteogenomics and metaproteomics analysis are 

available and used in projects.

• We are planning to integrate complex workflows such as OpenSWATH within

GalaxyP.

June 2nd 2015: Tuesday

ORAL PRESENTATION: 9:50 AM ; Room 130/132  SearchGUI and PeptideShaker deployed in the Galaxy 

framework: A powerful informatics platform for protein identification and beyond. (Cooke et al)

POSTER 131: Plugging Proteomics Peptide-Spectral Match Visualization into Galaxy. (Johnson et al)

POSTER 638: Revealing Pathways In COPD-Associated Lung Cancer Large-Scale Quantitative Multiomic

Analysis. (Sandri et al)

POSTER 366: Metaproteomic analysis of human cervical-vaginal fluid in residual Pap tests: Insights 

into the cervical microbiome. (Griffin et al)

June 4th 2015: Thursday

POSTER 455: A Novel Analytical-Informatics Platform Reveals the Hidden Tryptic Peptidome and 

Improves Multi-omic Applications. (Guerrero et al)

June 2nd 2015: Tuesday

POSTER 127: Democratizing and expanding the reach of DIA Mass Spectrometry: Developing 

OpenSWATH tools and workflows within user-friendly Galaxy-P platform. (Jagtap et al)

tinyurl.com/gpasms15
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